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A quick guide to e-lectures, screencasts & podcasts 

The eLearning Unit, Centre for Lifelong Learning (Last updated: September 2013)

 

What are e-lectures, screencasts and podcasts?  

 

The terms e-lecture, screencast and podcast are often used interchangeably to 

mean related, but slightly different types of audio visual digital media:  

E-lectures 

An ‘e-lecture’ can either be a video recording of a lecture, or a screencast capture 

(see below). A video capture would typically record the presenter, the audience, and 

room etc. A screencast e-lecture would only capture whatever is on the lecture 

theatre computer screen and the presenters’ narration, usually excluding any video 

of the presenter. E-lectures can also be created without an audience using a desktop 

computer or video camera.    

Screencasts 

A ‘screencast’ is essentially a recording of whatever is displayed on a computer 

screen with an audio narration - ‘screen’ as in computer screen, and ‘cast’ as 

broadcast. Screencasts are produced and distributed as a video file. Typically 

screencasts are recordings of PowerPoint presentation slides, but could be anything 

displayed on your computer screen such as a web site, an image,  a document, or a 

student assignment etc. Screencasts can sometimes include a video of the person 

narrating the presentation (using a webcam) - typically only done if the video of the 

presenter adds something important such as capturing hand gestures.  
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Podcasts 

A ‘Podcast’ is a technical term originally used to describe the distribution of an audio 

MP3 files. ‘Pod’ as in an iPod, and ‘cast’ as in broadcast. Users can subscribe to 

receive new podcasts using software such as iTunes U, RSS reader or other 

podcasting software. The term podcast is now commonly used to mean any audio or 

video files distributed through the Internet.  

Typically, e-lectures, screencasts and podcasts are distributed to users through 

VITAL, or through the University’s video streaming service (and linked to VITAL) 

rather than by creating and distributing physical DVD’s and CD-ROM’s.  

Why are these resources different from videos that have been used 

in higher education for decades?  

Video and TV learning resources have been used in higher education for many 

years, but have often involved expensive equipment and specialist support to create 

and distribute. The development of digital technologies and cheaper hardware has 

essentially enabled rich multimedia resources to be more easily created and 

distributed through the Internet and mobile devices. Specialist use of high quality 

however, is still required for the development of specific learning resources e.g. the 

capture of a detailed medical procedure. Screencast e-lectures for example can now 

be created and distributed to students directly by academic staff with minimal 

specialist technical support. 

Can you show me some examples? 

The following link will give you access to a range of examples of live and pre-

recorded e-lectures, screencasts and podcasts created by staff within the University:  

Examples of e-lectures, screencasts and podcasts from staff within the University.   

How could I use this technology to support my learning and 

teaching?  

The following summarises some of the potential applications for this technology to 

support learning and teaching:     

 Live lecture captures can be used to enable students to revisit lecture 

resources. Creating an archive of a lecture can enable students to go back 

over specific section they did not understand during the original lecture. They 

can be particularly beneficial for students whose first language is not English.   

 Pre-recorded resources can be used for: 

o To cover topics not include in lectures,  

o Support diversity of student prior knowledge – by creating introductory 

resources for students new to a topic, more advanced resources etc.    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MP3
https://www.apple.com/education/itunes-u/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rss
https://www.diigo.com/user/elal2011/%22E-lecture%20screencast%20%26%20podcast%20examples%22?type=all&sort=updated
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o Preparation for seminars, field work or practical work. 

o An additional resource for a typically difficult concept or topic. 

o Introduce a module, a new session or series of topics.  

o Feedback on assessments – particularly where the use of screencasts 

and a tutors voice potentially can add to the quality of feedback and 

improve student engagement.  

o Student learning skill resources. 

 E-lectures, screencasts and podcasts can be used to support ‘flipped 

classroom’ forms of blended learning. Flipped classroom involves the 

replacement of some, or all ‘face to face’ lectures with a series of screencast 

online resources accessible to students through the VITAL. Lecture time is 

replaced with more seminars, practical work, interactive classroom sessions 

using clickers etc. to help students consolidate the information they heave 

learnt online.  

 Students can generate screencasts and other multimedia learning resources 

as part of an enquiry-based learning activity, or as an output from a group 

project etc.  

Where can I find out more about pedagogic research into using this 

technology? 

The following link will give you access to a range of research on the learning and 

teaching benefits and issues associated with using this technology:   

Screencasts & podcasts learning and teaching research  

What technology do I need?  

The following resources are available for you to create screencasts and podcasts: 

 By adding narration to a PowerPoint presentation. 

 Creating an audio podcast using the Campus Pack Podcast tool within VITAL.  

 Or there are a range of free to use tools from the Internet that you can 

download from Install Applications on your desktop – Jing and CamStudio. . 

(These tools are however, limited in their functionality as they are free.) 

Dedicated screencasting software is currently not centrally supported by the 

University. However, the eLearning Unit has screencasting software (Camtasia) set 

up that you can book to use, or try out before you buy - see support information 

below. The eLearning Unit can also advise on the use of microphones and 

webcams.  

Software tools for screencasting and podcasting 

https://www.diigo.com/user/elal2011/%22podcasting%3A%20learning%20%26%20teaching%20resource%22?type=all&sort=updated
http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html
https://www.diigo.com/user/elal2011/%22Screencasting%20%26%20podcasting%20software%22
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Are there any problems using these types of learning resources?  

 Screencasts of text-heavy PowerPoint presentations can be difficult for 

students to engage with – trying to read a lot of text plus listening to the 

narration can be problematic for long recordings. Screencasts work best when 

capturing visually rich resources - bullet pointed text, images, diagrams, 

websites, visual metaphors etc.  

 Different people prefer either to create screencasts within a teaching session 

or conversely create them as a pre-recorded learning resource. It’s advisable 

to practice before you create a set of learning resources to establish your 

personal learning preferences.  

 Once you have recorded a screencast it will take approximately an equivalent 

time for a compute to process into a video file. Institutional screencast capture 

systems do exist to automate the whole process (e.g. Panopto, Camtasia 

Relay, Echo360), but current these are not available within the University, 

although a trial is being planned for the 2013/14 academic year.  

 Short (few minutes) screencast videos can be loaded directly into VITAL 

modules for students to access, but longer videos will need loading to the 

University’s streaming media server and then linking as an external link to a 

VITAL module.  

Where can I get further support and advice? 

eLearning  Unit in the Centre for Lifelong learning can offer both technical and 

learning and teaching support to enable you to create and effectively use 

screencasts and podcasts. We periodically run workshops on screencasts & 

podcasts. Please contact the Unit for any advice relating to screencasts and 

podcasts.    

http://www.panopto.com/
http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia-relay.html
http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia-relay.html
http://echo360.com/
https://stream.liv.ac.uk/
http://www.liv.ac.uk/elearning/
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